Intern will be responsible for the on-the-ground execution of the field plan through a combination of metrics-based program evaluation and relationship building. Organizers will build and be a part of volunteer teams tasked with outreach to voters, execute the campaign Get Out The Vote strategy, and host visibility events throughout the district.

Intern will also be responsible for meeting weekly quotas for registering students to vote, coordinating with other student groups to build and train a student volunteer base, managing student and campus events for the campaign, assisting in the general implementation of the campaign plan, and database management.

Skills and Qualifications

- **NONE NECESSARY, JUST A WILLINGNESS TO LEARN, A GOOD SENSE OF HUMOR, AND A STRONG COMMITMENT TO MAKING THE WORLD A BETTER PLACE.**

  But it doesn’t hurt to have….
  - Experience in coalition building issue/advocacy organizing
  - Creative thinking and ability to solve complex problems
  - Demonstrated experience working in and building relationships in diverse communities
  - Local knowledge and organizing experience
  - Experience and awareness of state political issues

This is a part-time, non-paid internship, however, **college credit and Community Service is available through this internship.**

Contact: Ross Fisher (Field Director) | (810) 882-7536 | bryan@bryanmielke.com
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